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What is UTPA?
• Unlawful Trade Practices Act (ORS 646.605-

646.656)

• Oregon’s Uniform Deceptive Acts and Practices 
(UDAP) Statute
– All 50 states have their own UDAP statute

– UDAP = consumer counterpart to a contract claim
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Scope of UTPA
• 607: AG’s powers
• 608: “Laundry list”
• 608(a)(1)(aa) – (xxx): gives private right of action 

to other statutes.
• OAR 137-020-xxxx
• Some federal statutes:

– TILA (15 USC § 1601)
– FTC Used Car Rule (16 CFR § 455)
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As-Is Disclaimer
The buyer hereby accepts the following described 
vehicle in its present "as is" condition and waives 
all warranties including express warranty, the 
implied warranty of merchantability, and the implied 
warranty of fitness. The entire risk as to the quality 
and performance of the vehicle is with the buyer 
and if the vehicle proves defective after purchase, 
the buyer and not the seller assumes the entire 
cost of all necessary servicing or repair.
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Hypothetical #1
• Consumer visits a dealership looking for a used car
• Salesman shows the consumer a car that fits 

consumer’s needs
• Salesman tells consumer the car is in perfect working 

condition. 
• Consumer buys and signs the “As-Is” form
• The next day while driving the engine suffers 

catastrophic failure
• Does consumer have a remedy?
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Hypothetical #2
• Consumer visits a dealership looking for a used car
• Salesman shows the consumer a 2016 vehicle that 

fits consumer’s needs
• Consumer buys and signs the “As-Is” form
• A few days later, the consumer discovers a 

modification to the underside of the car, which voids 
the manufacturer’s warranty

• Does consumer have a remedy?
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Unlawful Trade Practices Act
ORS 646.605 et. seq. – UTPA

a. Sellers must accurately represent goods and services

OAR 137-020-0020 – Motor Vehicle Price and 
Sales Disclosure

a. Violation of these rules are a violation of the UTPA
b. Even if the dealer states on the FTC Buyers Guide 

(“As Is”) that the dealer is not providing a warranty, the 
dealer must still disclose material defects about which 
the dealer knew or should have known
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OAR 137-020-0020(3)(o) Official Commentary

…even if the dealer states on the FTC Buyers Guide (“As Is”) 
that the dealer is not providing a warranty, the dealer must still 
disclose material defects about which the dealer knew or 
should have known... The dealer is in a superior position to 
inspect and determine the condition of a vehicle prior to 
marketing the vehicle…Examples of negligent disregard of 
some things that should put a dealer on notice and trigger its 
duty to disclose might include, but is not limited to, a large 
pool of oil or antifreeze under the vehicle, dark colored smoke 
coming from an exhaust pipe, water stains on carpet or doors, 
a different color paint than the body under the hood or in the 
trunk or tires that are worn very unevenly...
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Proper Disclosure

This vehicle was ranked number 1 of over 40 2006 Mazda 
RX-8’s at $5,999, but we discovered that the car has what [a 
mechanic] claims is a leaky injector causing it to blow white 
plumes of unburned fuel every morning when you first start it. 
It goes away after about 30 seconds, but the car runs fine. 
Because it has this issue, we are selling it far under its value 
to make up for this. [Consumer] is extremely clear that this is 
why we have cut the price nearly in half at $3,000. $3K 
discount would afford him a replacement motor, let alone an 
injector. Car is sold as is with no work promised. 
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